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ID. ARGUMENT 

Now come the Petitioners, by counsel, Jacques R. Williams, and in reply to the Respondent's 

Brief state as follows: 

A. The Respondent disregarded his fiduciary duty to the Petitioners. 

The Respondent contends that the "subtitle of this case should be 'no good deed goes 

unpunished. '" This pious quip might have some validity if the Respondent had actually done 

something to help the Louis A. Scotchel, Sr., family out of the morass they found themselves in 

through no fault oftheir own. Instead, rather than helping the Scotchels, Administrator CT A Pappas 

helped himself and other attorneys to what were scarce and increasingly diminishing assets of the 

Arthur P. Scotchel ("APS") Estate. There is nothing about this case which should be seen as an 

object lesson "no good deed goes unpunished." Rather, there is an important legal principle to be 

emphasized. That legal principle is that Keith Pappas, as Administrator C.T.A. was obligated to 

fulfil the highest standard of duty toward the Scotchel family. Toward that end, he was obligated 

to subsume his personal expectation ofprofit to the well being ofthe estate. He had no duty toward 

peers and colleagues of the Monongalia County Bar to enlist their fruitless service in defending a 

will which did not need defended. I His solitary ambition should have been to help the Scotchel 

family maximize the value ofthe inheritance they thought their uncle/great-uncle had left them. In 

regards to this heightened duty, this Court has previously stated: 

We previously have defined a fiduciary duty as II' [ a] duty to act for someone else's 
benefit, while subordinating one's personal interests to that ofthe other person. It is 

IThe primary differences between the APS 2005 Will and 2006 Will was the extent of 
distribution to be made to the cousins LAS and John C. Scotchel ("JCS"). The balance of 
everything else went to LAS' children, and APS' widow. 
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the highest standard ofduty implied by law [.]'" Elmore v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. 
Co., 202 W.Va. 430, 435, 504 S.E.2d 893, 898 (1998) (quoting Black's Law 
Dictionary 625 (6th ed. 1990». See generally Black's Law Dictionary 523 (7th ed. 
1999) ("A duty of utmost good faith, trust, confidence, and candor owed by a 
fiduciary (such as a lawyer or corporate officer) to the beneficiary (such as a lawyer's 
client or a shareholder); a duty to act with the highest degree ofhonesty and loyalty 
toward another person and in the best interests of the other person (such as the duty 
that one partner owes to another)."). 

Lucas v. Fairbanks Capital Corp., 217 W.Va. 479, 618 S.E.2d 488,493 (2005) 

Beginning in June 2011 - after a valuable parcel ofreal estate was sold - the cash value 

ofthe APS estate leaped to $213,643.78 (Appx. at p. 521). Within a span ofeighteen months, that 

sum had been reduced to $6,694.27. Two primary categories of expense were to Keith 1. Pappas 

($62,500.00 for "legal expenses"); and $35,000.00 to another law firm as "retainer for representation 

of APS' estate in CA#09-C-727" (Appx. at pp. 525-528). Mr. Pappas actually received an 

additional $6,000.00 in direct transaction-related fees (See HUD Settlement Statements, Appx. at 

p.529-534.) Eventually, after a fresh injection ofcash labeled "escrow income" on April 11, 2014, 

the Estate balance sheet was brought back up to $87,550.00. Ofthis, another $29,000.00 was paid 

to the third-party firm for litigation expenses in Civil Action No. 09-C-727 (Appx. at p. 475). The 

total amount ofpayments, therefore, to this other firm amounted to approximately $65,000.00. Thus, 

payments to Mr. Pappas and the other law firm combined amounted to $130,000.00. 

There is no doubt that Will contests among family members can be challenging. However, 

there is something unmistakably wrong - if not even corrupt - when the plurality of what had 

appeared to be a solvent estate is directed toward attorneys - including the Estate Fiduciary Keith 

Pappas. Again, LAS did not invite this problem. All he did was simply produce his uncle's Will 

to be recorded. Within a matter ofhours, he was informed that there was another Will and that he 
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needed to back off - which he did immediately. Upon being concerned that his cousin, John 

Scotchel, was mishandling the estate, he did participate in litigation in order to protect his children's 

inheritance - and he ultimately initiated litigation challenging John Scotchel' s Will in order to 

vindicate his own interests as a presumed beneficiary. However, rather than blame LAS for gamely 

trying to validate an inheritance, the real effort should be in redressing the wrong which occurred 

when multiple encounters with attorneys2 and judges led to the point where the only people who have 

reaped any reward from the APS estate are attorneys, including the Administrator C.T.A. 

B. 	 Petitioners' claims against Keith Pappas are not barred by either res judicata or the 
statute of limitations. 

The Respondent's skillful weaving of hyperbole and exaggeration should not obscure the 

fact that within two years preceding the date this case was filed (April 9, 2015), Keith Pappas 

continued to bill the estate in large amounts that were totally disproportionate to what the estate was 

presumably worth; and at the same time made tens ofthousands ofdollars ofpayments to an outside 

firm that would not possibly advance the interests ofLAS' children, or APS' widow. 

On April 8, 2014, Judge Clawges entered an Order invalidating the 2006 Will which Keith 

Pappas had steadfastly defended at great cost (Appx. at pp. 763-767). On April 16, 2014, the 

Respondent was released ofhis duties as Administrator ofthe Estate (Appx. at p. 788). This lawsuit 

was filed well within two years ofthose events. Thus, not only are these claims permissible because 

they were brought within two years ofthe date that Administrator C.T.A. Pappas made questionable 

2 First, LAS had to deal with his cousin, attorney John Scotchel, who supplanted him as 
Executor when he produced the 2006 will for probate. Next, Keith Pappas became involved in April 
20 I O. At the trial ofthe will contest suit (C.A. No. 09-C-727), cousin John Scotchel was represented by 
counsel paid for by the Bankruptcy Court. Keith Pappas chose to align himself with JCS' interest, and 
did so with his own legal team which were paid with estate funds. The end result was the Pyrrhic victory 
"You were right all along. Unfortunately, we dissipated estate assets resisting you." 
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payments to a third-party firm - this complaint was brought within two years of the date that his 

service ended. The logic and the principles of Smith v. Stacey, 482 S.E.2d 115, 198 W.Va. 498 

(1996) which adopted the continuous representation doctrine for litigation against an attorney for 

improper conduct should apply here: "West Virginia adopts the continuous representation doctrine 

through which the statue of limitations in an attorney action is tolled until the professional 

relationship terminates with respect to the matter underlying the malpractice action." (ld., Syl. Pt. 

6). It is reasonable to review the Respondent's duties in light ofhis obligations under the Rules of 

Professional Conduct. This is what occurred in Lawyer Disciplinary Bd. v. Martin, 225 W.Va. 387, 

693 S .E.2d 461 (2010), wherein the actions ofan attorney serving as an estate fiduciary were judged 

on the bases of applicable Rules of Professional Conduct. The Hearing Panel in Mr. Pappas 

disciplinary claim purported to assess the Respondent's fee in light of West Virginia Rules of 

Professional Conduct Rule 1.5 (Appx. p. 859). The public is entitled to expect that members ofour 

profession will be held to the same standards and be equally accountable whether they are retained 

counsel, or an appointed fiduciary. 

Furthermore, to contend that the Petitioners initiated rune matters concermng the 

administration ofthe APS Estate is inaccurate. (Respondent Brief, page 2.) 

• 	 Civil Action No. 12-C-718 which involved The Mary F. Grove Living Trust was not a suit 

initiated by LAS. LAS had borrowed money from his mother to satisfy a debt securing real 

estate belonging to the APS Estate. It would have foreclosed ifthe debt was not paid. Sadly, 

LAS' mother passed away and in responding to the a claim by her Trust, he simply brought 

Pappas in as Estate Administrator so that the obligation which LAS had incurred would be 
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properly borne by the Estate. 3 

• 	 Civil Action No. 09-C-494 was not brought against Mr. Pappas. Rather, that case was 

directed to John Scotchel, Jr. It was dismissed without prejudice for inactivity on May 12, 

2013. In that Iitigation, the Court expressed the preference that he would not "allow Scotchel 

litigation to use the Court system and not follow my directives." (Appx. at p. 76). 

• 	 Civil Action No. 09-C-727 was the Will contest which - as the jury's verdict reflects 

was certainly brought with good basis. 

• 	 Ethics Complaints I.D. Nos. 13-03-277 and 14-05-401 were not presented by the Scotchel 

family. Surely, they cannot be faulted when the Office of Disciplinary Counsel determined 

that there was probable cause to pursue a complaint against a licensed member of the Bar. 

• 	 Civil Action No. 15-C-242 is the instant case. 

• 	 Civil Action No. 16-C-223 (cited as 16-C-233 at Respondent's Brief, p. 2) does not include 

Mr. Pappas. It is a lawsuit filed by John Scotchel- over whom the Petitioners obviously 

have no control, nor should they be assigned any responsibility for his decisions; and 

• 	 Civil Action No. 16-AA-4 is an administrative appeal brought by the Respondent himself 

questioning adverse rulings made by the County Commission in the APS Estate. 

This case is actually the only civil action in which LAS and members of his family have 

litigated claims concerning the Respondent Pappas' improper billing, payment ofexcessive fees to 

himself, and payment of unnecessary fees to third-party counsel. In fact, LAS was specifically 

3 That never occurred though (Appx. pp. 9 - 10), and the debt remains unpaid. This, even 
though both Judge Gaujot and Mr. Pappas had assured LAS that he would be reimbursed for expenditure 
where "its been all of my funds that's been financing this whole period for the last two years." (Appx. at 
pp.79-80). 
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rebuffed by Judge Clawges in Civil Action No. 09-C-727 when he did attempt to introduce evidence 

at the trial concerning the Respondent's ongoing administration ofthe Estate (Appx. at pp. 468-469). 

Judge Clawges ruled that Mr. Pappas performance as administrator was not relevant to the will 

contest. 

C. 	 The Court below erred by placing reliance on "WV Lawyer Disciplinary Board 13-03
277; 14-05-401; and Supreme Court No. 15-05-69." 

The trial court made numerous references to the record which had been developed in the two 

disciplinary board proceedings - and culminating with this Honorable Court's ruling that Mr. 

Pappas would not be sanctioned. First - another touch of embellishment - the Respondent is 

incorrect in asserting that it was appropriate for the Trial Court to so totally immerse itself in 

documents developed as part of the disciplinary action. The quotation attributed to Judge Gaujot 

("the Court notes that neither party objects to the request that the Court take judicial notice ofthese 

documents.") (Respondent's Brief, p. 17) is given out ofcontext. The Respondent has woven Judge 

Gaujot's comment (Appx. at pp. 824-825) as it applied to seventeen (17) specific documents, as also 

applying to the voluminous records that dealt with the disciplinary proceedings. Those 17 

documents were taken from County Commission and Circuit Court Orders that were of 

unquestionable accuracy to the extent they related important and objective facts of relevant dates, 

agreements, expenditures and the like. Most of those exhibits were submitted by the Respondent, 

without objection. 

However, as noted in the original petition, numerous citations to documents from the 

disciplinary proceeding found their way into the Judge's Order (See p. 12). It is not unreasonable 

to be concerned that they may have influenced his final decision. Unlike the 17 or so locally 
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originating public records which the parties had used since the inception of the case, attributions to 

the disciplinary record appeared to take self-serving statements by Mr. Pappas at face value. 

Furthennore, if the Trial Court assigned any weight to the report of the Hearing Panel of the 

Subcommittee and this Honorable Court's endorsements thereof in Supreme Court No. 15-05-69, 

it should be noted that there are different burdens ofproof between the disciplinary proceeding and 

for the instant civil action. The Petitioners' burden of proof will be by a preponderance of the 

evidence, whereas Mr. Pappas was specifically exonerated by the Hearing Panel Subcommittee 

because the Office of Disciplinary Counsel had not proven its case "by clear and convincing 

evidence" (Appx. at p. 867). The latter, ofcourse, is a more robust burden ofproof than what the 

Petitioners would be required to meet in this civil case. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, and for other reasons manifestly appearing from the record, the 

Petitioners request that the Trial Court's November 16,2016 Order be set aside, and that this case 

remanded to the Circuit Court ofMonongalia County. 

Respectfully submitted this 22nd day of May, 2017. 

s R. i lams (WV Bar ID 4057) 
STEAD, WILLIAMS & SHOOK PLLC 

315 High Street 
Morgantown, WV 26505 
(304) 296-3636 
Counsel for the Petitioners 
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